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9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

9.1 - 2

9.1  Weft Inserting Motion 
 

9.1.1 Outline 
This device is to insert the weft by the water jet through the shed within a specified timing while 
the reed is behind the nozzle. A single-nozzle loom uses NRD or BLD measurement while a 2- 
or 3-nozzle loom uses EDP measurement. 

 
[ 1 ] NRD or BLD Measuring Loom (Single-Color) 

 The nozzle shoots out a water stream and the weft together through the warp shed.  
 The pump absorbs the water from the float box, and pump it out as a water jet stream. 
 The float box is to keep the water to be supplied to the pump always at a constant level. 
 The gripper works, linked with the weft insertion, to release and grip the weft yarn for every 

pick. The gripper opens and closes by the gripper cam motion.  
 In a BLD measuring loom, a solenoid pin controls weft insertion. Since the gripper is for 

preventing nozzle freeing, it is not equipped on a standard-specification machine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-1 Weft insertion of NRD, BLD measuring loom 
 
 
 

No. Part name 
1 Pump assy 
2 Pump cam  
3 Pump cam lever 
4 Pump lever 
5 Stopper bolt 
6 Gripper assy 
7 Gripper cam  
8 Nozzle 
9 Float box 

10 Foot pedal 
11 Outlet tube 
12 Inlet tube 



 

 

9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 2 ] EDP Measuring Loom (2- or 3-Color) 

 The nozzle shoots out a water stream and the weft together through the warp shed. 
 The rotary valve shifts delivery of pressure water from the pump to the nozzle-A or nozzle-B 

to shoot the color-A or color-B respectively. (Nozzles A, B and C for three colors) 
 The pump absorbs the water from the float box, and pump it out as a water jet stream. 
 The float box keeps the water delivered to the pump at a constant level. 
 The gripper works, linked with the weft insertion, to release and grip the weft yarn for every 

pick. The gripper opens and closes by the gripper cam motion. 
 The weft brake device (optional) is equipped to set fork operation as desired and to apply 

the braking force to the weft under appropriate conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-2 Weft insertion of EDP measuring loom 

Nozzle and gripper s
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No. Part name 
1 Pump assy 
2 Pump cam 
3 Pump cam lever 
4 Pump lever 
5 Stopper bolt 
6 Gripper assy A 
7 Gripper assy B 
8 Nozzle, A 
9 Nozzle, B 
10 Rotary valve 
11 Float box 
12 Foot pedal 
13 Inlet tube 
14 Outlet tube 
15 Outlet tube, RR 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

9.1.2.  Pump 
[ 1 ] Outline of Pump  

By the pump cam ① rotation during loom operation, the pump cam lever ⑨ actuates the 
plunger ② back and forth to absorb the water from the float box and pump it out as a water jet 
stream. By depressing the pump pedal during loom stop, the pump lever ⑩ pushes up the 
pump cam lever ⑨ to absorb the water from the float box. By releasing the pump pedal, the 

nozzle jets out the water.  
Note: Be careful that pump cams for single-color and 2- or 3-color are different in shape. 

 
 
 

No. Part name 
1 Pump cam 
2 Plunger 
3 Pump spring 
4 Cam roller 
5 Spring cap 
6 Grease nipple 
7 Pump spring seat 
8 Stop bolt 
9 Pump cam lever 
10 Pump lever 
11 Connecting cable
12 Pump lever spring

 
 
 
 
 
 
Initial adjustment of pump (To be done during loom stop) 

Step Procedure 
1 Set the pump stroke.  

Turn the timing wheel by hand until the bottom of t
roller ④. Then, adjust the length of the stop bolt ⑧
0.3 – 0.5 mm. (Standard: Max. 12 mm) After adjustm
Caution: Do not set dimension A to 0. If it is s

damaged or its life may be shortened. 
2 Adjust the length of the connecting cable so tha

pump lever ⑩ and the pump cam lever ⑨ becom
 

Fig. 9.1-3 Outline of pum

 

A: 0.3-0.5 mm 
B: 0.2-0.5 mm 
he pump cam ① meets the cam 
 so that the clearance A becomes 
ent, lock the stop bolt ⑧. 
et to 0, the cam roller may be 

t the clearance B between the 
es 0.2 – 0.5 mm. 

p 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 2 ] Types of Pump 

For the model LW600 loom, a pump available for both single-color and 2-color types is used. 
A ceramic plunger is used for the plunger. 
The pump spring comes in seven types.  Use the optimum one according to the yarn type, the 
reed space, and the loom speed. 

 
Spring specifications Pressure inclination  

Wire diameter 
x Free length 

Number 
of active 
turns 

Spring 
constant 

Maximum 
load (φ16) (φ17) (φ18) (φ20) (φ22) (φ24) (φ26)

A  φ8.0×139 7.50 2.01 120 1.00 0.89 0.79 0.64 0.53 0.44 0.38

B  φ8.5×139 7.75 2.53 150 1.26 1.11 0.99 0.81 0.67 0.56 0.48

C  φ9.0×135 7.50 3.37 190 1.68 1.48 1.32 1.07 0.89 0.74 0.63

D  φ9.5×129 7.00 4.60 230 2.29 2.03 1.81 1.46 1.21 1.02 0.87

E  φ10.0×123 6.50 6.23 275 3.10 2.74 2.45 1.98 1.64 1.38 1.17

F  φ10.0×123 6.00 6.75 300 3.36 2.97 2.65 2.15 1.78 1.49 1.27

G  φ9.0×153 7.70 3.38 250 1.68 1.49 1.33 1.08 0.89 0.75 0.64
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 3 ] Structure of Pump 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N

 
 
 
[ 

 

 
 

 
 

o. Part name No. Part name 
1 Body 8-A Pump valve (IN) 
2 Cylinder 8-B Pump valve (OUT)
3 Plunger assy 9 Outlet tube 
4 Plunger joint 10 Inlet tube 
5 Spring seat  
6 Pump spring  
 

7 Spring cap 

                     Fig. 9.1-4  Structure of pump 

4 ] Structure of Plunger Assy 

 

 No. Part name No. Part name 
1 Plunger assy 3 Bush 
2 Spring seat 4 Plunger joint 

 
 
 

                Fig. 9.1-5 Plunger 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 5 ] Pump Valve  

 The pump valve is contained in the pump body (detachable). 
 The pump inlet valve is connected to the float box by the inlet tube, and the pump outlet 

valve is connected to the nozzle by the outlet tube. 
 Connect these connections so that there is no water leak nor air absorption. When the loom 

is operated with incomplete connections, the motion of the pump valve ball in the valve 
becomes irregular, causing fluctuation in water quantity and faulty weft insertion (short pick). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No
1
2
3
4
5

 

Inlet side
. Part name No. Part na
 Pump body 6 Inlet tube 
 Inlet valve stopper 7 Nipple scre
 Pump valve (ball) 8 Outlet tube
 Pump valve (seat) 9 Outlet valve
 O-ring   

Fig. 9.1-6 Pump valve 

 

Outlet side
me 

w 
 
 stopper
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 6 ]  Adjustment of Pump Cam (Setting of Jet Timing) 

Adjust the angular setting position of the pump cam to determine the Jet timing.  
The water jet timing must be adjusted by the pump cam setting position so that the jet starts and 
ends during the time after the going back reed has passed the nozzle center and before the reed 
comes again up to the nozzle center.  
 
Example: Water is jetted when the cam angle reaches 95°. 
There are two methods of adjusting the setting position of the pump cam ①. 

1) With the loom set at a crank angle of 85°, set the top of the pump cam ① so as to be on the 

center line that connects the cam shaft center and the cam roller ② center. (Fig. 9.1-7-A) 
2) With the loom set at a crank angle of 185°, set the bottom mark of the pump cam ① so as to 

be on the center line that connects the cam shaft center and the cam roller ② center. (Fig. 

9.1-7-B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

85° 185°  
Fig. 9.1-7-B Fig. 9.1-7-A  

 
The pump cams with different lifts are available as follows.  

Note that pump cams for single-color and 2- or 3-color are different in shape.  

Lift amount Remark 
14 mm For broad width, thick yarn and hard twist yarn (EDP-OPT) 
12 mm NRD-STD, BLD-STD, EDP-STD 

10 mm 
Used to cut the water discharge from the pump for the NRD and 
BLD when the ordinary cutting amount exceeds 2 mm. 
(See 9.1.2 [7] of this chapter.) 

 
Caution: Adjust the cam position so that the jetting 

condition at the jet-start timing is observ- 
ed as illustrated using a stroboscope.  
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 7 ]  Setting of Pump Discharge (Setting of Plunger Stroke) 

 
 The water discharge from the jet nozzle is determined by the pump plunger stroke. 

(By adjusting the length of the stop bolt.) 
 Usually set the stroke to the standard 12 mm. (See 9.1.2 [1] of this chapter.) 

(When the pump cam bottom is matched with the cam roller, the clearance should be 0.3 - 
0.5 mm.) 
 The pump stroke is used in a range from 12 mm (standard) to 8 mm. The shorter the stroke, 

the less the water discharge. 
 If a false stop or stop failure frequently occurs when the loom is in operation, confirm with a 

stroboscope the contact of the weft with the reed (crank angle: 310°).  If the state is as 
shown in Fig. 9.1-8, increase the stop bolt length and adjust the pump stroke to cut off the 
jet water discharge.  (Increase the stop bolt length until the state shown in Fig. 9.1-9 is 
obtained.) 

 
Caution:  1. When the pump stroke is shortened, the clearance between the pump cam bottom and 

the cam roller becomes more than the normal range of 0.3 - 0.5 mm. 
 2. When the pump stroke has to be 10 to 8 mm according to weaving conditions, replace 

the pump cam with the one having a less cam lift (Stroke 10 mm). (See 9.1.2 [6] of this 
chapter.) 

  When the pump stroke becomes too short (by lengthening the stop bolt), the weft 
insertion tends to be unstable due to water diffusion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You can see much water around the
IR feeler. 

You can see the weft stretching along
the reed. 

 
 
 
 Fig. 9.1-8  Fig. 9.1-9 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 8 ]  Pump Pressure and Dimension K 

Fig. 9.1-10 Dimension K 

The pump pressure (water pressure) is 
determined by the plunger diameter, the pump 
spring and the dimension K (Fig. 9.1-10). Adjust 
the dimension K by turning the pump spring 
cap ① , observing the actual weft inserting 
condition. (Prior to determination of the dimen- 
sion K, the measuring length should have been 
determined.)  

 
 

1) Determination of dimension K (Initial set) 
 

Since the K-dimension adjustment is carried out by turning the cap ① while the 
loom is running, take special care not to be injured.  Do not make a rapid 
dimensional change because the plunger or cylinder may be damaged.  Slowly 
adjust the dimension.  

CAUTION 

 
 

(1) For NRD or BLD measuring device 

Step Procedure 
1 Operate the loom to insert the weft. 
2 Lighting the measuring drum with a stroboscope set at a timing of 210 - 230 

deg, observe the condition where the weft leaves the drum. (Timing of free 
insertion ending)  

3 If the yarn is tensioned when leaving the drum, the dimension K is 
appropriate. 

 
 

(2) When the measuring device is EDP 
Step Procedure 

1 Operate the loom to insert the weft. 
2 Lighting the weft arrival section with a stroboscope set at a timing of 310 

deg, adjust the dimension K by turning the spring cap ①  so that the 
maximum weft stretch is 280 - 290 °. 

 
Caution: After adjusting the dimension K, be sure to fix the spring cap ① with the lock nut ②. 

Without locking, the spring cap ① will move during operation.  
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

2) Pump pressure (unit: kgf/cm2) 
The pump pressure can be read from Fig. 9.1-11. The pressure when the cam roller is at the cam 
top indicated in the figure. 

 
 

(1) Pump pressure 
As an example, the pump pressure shall be obtained when the plunger diameter is 16 mm dia., 
the pump spring is A and the dimension K is 33 mm.  

 
Step Procedure 

1 Draw a vertical line from 33 mm of 
the abscissa until it crosses the 
line of the pump spring A.  
 

2 From the crossing paint, draw a 
horizontal line until it crosses the 
ordinate of the plunger diameter 
16mm. The crossing point repre- 
sents the present pump pressure 
of 50 kgf/cm2. 

 

 
 

(2) Dimension K when changing plunger diameter 
As an example, the new dimension K shall be obtained when changing the plunger diameter 
from the above 16 mm dia. to 18 mm dia. with the same pressure.  

 
Step Procedure 

1 From the 50kgf/cm2 of the ordinate 
of ø18mm dia., draw a horizontal 
line to the right. 

2 The first spring line that is 
crossed by the horizontal line is 
the spring B. From the crossing 
point, draw a vertical line down, 
which indicates that the 
dimension K should be 35mm. 

 

 
Caution: 1.  After setting the dimension K, operate the loom to insert the weft and check the 

maximum stretch timing. 
 2.  When the pump plunger was replaced, check the weft inserting condition. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

3) Pump pressure and dimension K 
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Fig. 9.1-11  Pump pressure and dimension K (Low pressure) 
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9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 9 ]  Disassembly and Assembly of Pump Plunger 

1) When disassembling (or assembling) the pump plunger, hold the plunger joint in a vise, and 
loosen the plunger by holding and turning the flat portion, whose width across flats is 13 mm, 
on the joint side of the plunger with a 13 mm-wide spanner.   

2) When assembling, apply "Chemiseal L-305" to the screw of the plunger joint. The tightening 
torque is 20 N.m (200 kgf.cm). 
When holding the plunger joint in a vise, use care not to hold the grease nipple screwed into 
the joint.  

 

Caution: 1. Do not vise the plunger body.  
 2. Do not damage the ceramic by applying a shock load.  
 3. Do not apply any torque to the nut ⑦.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Fig. 9.1-12 
 
 
[10] Disassembly and Assembly of Cylinder 

Vise the pump body ① and loosen (or tighten)  
the cylinder ② with a socket wrench ③. 

Do not use an ordinary wrench since it may 
cause the ceramic portion of the cylinder to 
be broken. 

Caution:  1.  The tightening torque is 30 N.m 
(300 kgf.cm). 

  2. Apply "Chemiseal L-344" to the screw.  

No. Part name No. Part name
1 Plunger 5 Bush 
2 Plunger joint 6 Washer 
3 Spring seat 7 Nut 
4 Ceramic 

Plunger 
  

Flat portion 
with a 13mm
width across
flats 

Vise

Cover plate

Plunger joint

② ③

④

⑥

⑦ ⑤ ①
Fig. 9.1-13
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9.1.3  Nozzle 
[ 1 ]  Outline 

 
1) Nozzle for EDP measuring (2- or 3-color) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-14 Nozzle for EDP (2- or 3-color) 
 
 

Caution 
1. Use the tool shown below to tighten the nut ⑨. 

Do not use a pair of pliers. 
W8209-01010-** WRENCH-NOZZLE NUT  

2. There should be no water lea during operation. 
3. This figure shows the case of 2-color specification. 

No. Part name 
1 Nozzle stand 
2 Nozzle stand, B 
3 Nozzle joint 
4 Nozzle stand ball
5 Bolt 
6 Bolt 
7 Needle 
8 Nozzle body 
9 Nut 

10 Gripper 
11 Bolt 

⑧  

  

⑥ ⑫ ⑨ A 

⑨ B 

⑩ 

②
⑪ 

④ 

③ 

①

⑤ 

⑦



 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

2) For single-color 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Caution 
1. Use the tool shown below to tighten the nut ⑤. 
 W8209-01010-** WRENCH-NOZZLE NUT 

Do not use a pair of pliers. 
2. There should be no water leak during operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-15 Nozzl

 
 
 
 

① ② 

③ ④ 

⑤ 
No. Part name 
1 Nozzle stand 
2 Nozzle joint 
3 Needle 
4 Nozzle body 
5 Nut 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 2 ]  Structure of Nozzle 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Part name 
1 Nozzle body 
2 Needle 
3 Nut 
4 Yarn guide 
5 O-ring 
6 O-ring 
7 O-ring 
8 Rectifier 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When attaching or detaching the needle to or from the 

nozzle body, be sure to keep them parallel with each other.  
Caution: If slanted in or out, the end of the needle may get 

scratched or distorted, causing poor jetting.  
 

Fig. 9.1-16 Structure of nozzle 
 
[ 3 ] Adjustment of Nozzle Position 

1) Height (Fig. 9.1-14) 
(1) Loosen the bolt ⑤ (in two places on nozzle A side and B side) 
(2) Lift the nozzle stand ① to align the nozzle center with the warp line. 
(3) Tighten the bolt ⑤ (in two places on nozzle A side and B side). 

2) Front-back position (Figs. 9.1-14 and 9.1-17) 
(1) Turn the timing wheel to 85 (position (reference angle) for crank shedding loom and to 90 

(position (reference angle) for dobby or cam shedding loom.  
Caution: that the timing wheel angle (weft insertion timing) varies with several related 
factors such as yarn kind, weaving width, and loom operation speed. Adjust the timing 
according to your operating environment. 

(2) Loosen the bolt ⑪ (in two places on nozzle A side and B side), and slide the nozzle stand 
① back and forth to align the center of the A side nozzle ⑫ with the front face of the reed 
⑬. (Fig. 9.1-17) 

(3) After adjustment, tighten the bolt ⑪ (in two places on nozzle A side and B side). 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 9.1-17 Front and rear positioning of nozzle
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

3) Jet direction, up and down during operation   
Adjust the elevation angle so that the water flies between the upper and lower warp ends as far 
as the rightmost warp. Adjust the jet direction with the four bolts ⑥ (Nozzle A and B) of the 
nozzle stand ①.  
Caution: Check the jet on the nozzle side, middle and anti-nozzle side.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-18 Nozzle direction 
 
 

4) Jet direction, front and rear, during operation  
Adjust the jetted water direction using a stroboscope so that the weft ① touches the IR feeler 
② at a timing of about 285° (reference angle). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-19 Water jet direction 
 
[ 4 ]  Adjustment of Needle (Jetting from Nozzle) 

1) Choking by needle  
Screw in the needle with fingers fully into the nozzle body.  
 By screwing in the needle, the jet water is choked. (Choke) 
 By returning the needle, the jet water becomes thicker. (Open)  

 

When the needle is returned When the needle is screwed in

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-20B  Fig. 9.1-20A 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 5 ]  Replacement of Nozzle Yarn Guides  
When a yarn guide of the nozzle body was damaged or came off, replace or repair it as follows.  
Replacement of yarn guide of nozzle  

(1) Soak the nozzle body or the needle in about 180 degree Celsius oil in a pan to warm it up 
sufficiently.  

 
 
 

(2) T
o

(3) C
“
i
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Take special care not to cause an accident such as a scald or a fire. 
CAUTION 
ake out the nozzle body from the pan and push out the yarn guide with a wire from the 
pposite end.  
lean the yarn guide setting part with volatile detergent, and after drying it off, apply 

Locktite (Lock Primer T)” to the body inside and leave it dry for about 15minutes, then 
nsert a new yarn guide applied with "Retaining 57" at its periphery.  

tion:  1. The yarn guide should not protrude from the nozzle body. Otherwise, it is easy to be 
damaged.  

2. When replacing the nozzle body yarn guide, replace the rectifier inside the body 
simultaneously.  

placement of Rectifier Guide 
eft insertion becomes unstable due to poor concentration of jetted water from the nozzle, 

tifier guide may be dirty, damaged, or peeled off. If so, replace the rectifier guide, using 
wing exclusive tool specified by us. 
TOOL-RECTIFIER GUIDE, M : used only for φ 14 needle of mini-nozzle (A: r=M3) 
TOOL-RECTIFIER GUIDE, M : used for the needle other than φ 14 needle (A: r=M4) 
(Reference) Rectifier guide for φ 14 needle:  yellow 
 Rectifier guide for other than φ 14 needle:  white 

A B

r 

  Fig. 9.1-21 Rectifier guide attaching/detaching tool 
             (simple type) 
         Fig. 9.1-22 Rectifier guide tool (regular type) 
           
ure for attaching/detaching rectifier guide 
ove the needle from the body.  
rt the tool with its screwed end ahead into the body and screw it into the rectifier guide.  
out the tool and remove the rectifier guide from the tool for disposal.  
 new rectifier onto the B end of the tool and gently press it into the deepest position of the 
y, then pull out the tool.  
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tion:  1. Handle the rectifier guide carefully so as not to damage it. 
2. Do not use the big nozzle tool for the mini nozzle. 

   3. Do not reuse the removed rectifier guide. 
4. Do not press in when the protruded parts of the rectifier guide are aligned with six

holes in the body. 
 Otherwise, the protruded parts are scraped off to cause loose fitting of the rectifier

guide. 



 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

9.1.4  Holding the Yarn End 
[ 1 ]  Twister Spindle 

CC yarns are false-twisted by the twister spindle ③ and pulled out by the CC take-up gears ⑭ 
The CC take-up drive pulley ⑪ and driven pulley ⑬ are or a 2-step type, so the CC take-up 
speed can be changed. According to the weaving conditions, select a CC take-up drive pulley ⑪ 
out of three types, one standard and two optional pulleys. 

 
Pulley dia. (mm) / Pulley ratio Twister spindle rpm 

Standard High dens. Low dens.
 

A a B b C c 
Standard 

Low speed 
spec. (OPT) 

Drive pulley 80 84.3 104 104 64 70 90 72 
Driven pulley 64 58 64 58 64 58 55 55 
Pulley ratio 1.00 1.18 1.32 1.47 0.78 0.96 1.00 0.79 

(OPT) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caution:  Supply grease from the grease nipple at every warp-out. Be sure to wipe off grease from 
the vicinity if attached.  

 
No. Part name No. Part name 
1 Reed 8 Twister drive pulley 
2 CC guide plate 9 Twister V-belt 
3 Twister spindle 10 Twister driven pulley 
4 Grease nipple 11 CC take-up drive pulley 
5 Spindle driven pulley 12 Take-up V-belt 
6 Round belt 13 CC take-up driven pulley 
7 Spindle drive pulley 14 CC take-up gear 

Fig. 9.1-23 Twister spindle 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 2 ]  Weft Pusher 
The weft pusher positively holds the end of the weft to apply tension to the weft. This is effective 
for a yarn such as twisted or stretch yarn that is likely to bounce back at the end of flying. 

 
(1)  Parts composition 

The weft pusher consists of the fixed plate ① mounted on the twister spindle side and the 
movable plate ② with slits to be mounted beside the reed. 

 

① 

② 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   Fig. 9.1-24 

Caution: 1. The weft pusher should always be used in a pair with the IR feeler. 
 2. The reed must be cut to match the warp passing width. 
 3. To use a reed in pace of the movable plate, machine it to a slit width of 4 mm at 

7-mm pitch. 
7m

4m
CCReed 

Weft pusher 
movable plate 

 
 
 
 

Weft pusher 
fixed plates  

 
 
 
 
 

Feeler 
Fig. 9.1-25 

(2) Adjustment procedure 
1.  Install three fixed plates so that they come to the centers of slits in the movable plate.  

If the loom is operated with contacts between the fixed and movable plates, the parts 
may be broken. 

2. Determine the fixed plate insertion depth according to the weft insertion timing to the 
pusher.  Generally, make adjustment so that the tip ends of fixed plates align with the 
movable plate at 310 to 320°. 

3.  After the adjustment, always operate the loom manually to check no contact. 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

9.1.5  Float Box 
1) Water level of float box 

(1) The float box is designed to operate under the water pressure of 0.1 to 0.2 MPa (1.0 to 2.0 
kgf.cm2). 

(2) When the water supply pressure is below the specified value;  
 The water level is lowered and air bubbles are apt to be mixed in the stored water. 
 The water jetting pressure is lowered and becomes not enough to stretch the weft, 

causing short picks.  
(3) When the water overflows, attach the float stay ② to the upper attaching hole of the float ④. 

(The float ④ has two holes, upper and lower, for attaching the float stay ②.)  
(4) When the water level is too low, attach the float stay ② to the lower attaching hole of the 

float ④. 
 
2) Cleaning of float box  

When the inside of the float box ① or the filter ⑤ gets dirty, the water level is lowered. Clean 
them at a suitable time. 
 

 

After cleaning, be sure to wipe off water or dirt on the floor for safety.
CAUTION  
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Fig. 9.1-26 Float box 

No. Part name 
1 Float box 
2 Float stay 
3 Float valve 
4 Float 
5 Filter 
6 Pump inlet tube 
7 Nut 
8 Drain plug 
9 Cover 

 



 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

9.1.6  Adjustment of Gripper (Single Color NRD, BLD) 
Caution: The gripper is optional for BLD measurement. 

[ 1 ]  Outline of Gripper 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Fix the movable disk when the gripper is open. 
2. Tighten the nut until the thickness of O-ring is 
  reduced by one-third. 
3.  Adjust the gripper clearance.  
4.  Adjust the gripper timing.  
5.  Adjust the yarn guide position.  

0.4 ～ 0.5 mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Part name No. Part name 
1 Gripper cam, A 12 Gripper spring 
2 Gripper cam, B 13 Washer 
3 Cam roller 14 Snap ring 
4 Cam lever 15 O-ring 
5 Gripper lever 16 Washer 
6 Spring 17 Nut 
7 Gripper tappet 18 Nut 
8 Gripper body 19 Yarn guide 
9 Gripper lock nut 20 Gate tensor (optional) 

10 Fixed disk 21 Gripper bracket 
11 Movable disk   
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Fig. 9.1-27 Weft gripper 



 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 2 ] Adjustment of Gripper Drive Timing Belt 
1) Remove the gripper cam support ①, and 

eliminate the sealant on the mounting 
surface. 

2) Apply a thin coat of new sealant on the 
gripper cam support mounting surface. 

3) Fasten the gripper cam support ①  by 
temporarily tightening bolts ②. 

4) Tap the gripper cam support ① lightly with 
a plastic hammer to adjust the mounting 
position so that the flexure of the belt ③ is 
2.5 mm when is center is pushed with a 
force of 3 to 4 N (0.3 kgf to 0.4 kgf). 

5) Tighten four bolts ②. 
6) After the end of timing belt tension adjust- 

ment, adjust the gripper opening clearance 
again. 

Fig. 9.1-28  
 
 
 

[ 3 ] Adjustment of Gripper Height 

Turn to adjust the gripper body so that the height of the fixed disk becomes 23.5 mm from the 
gripper stand, and fix the gripper body with the lock nut. 

 

 Fig. 9.1-29 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 4 ]  Setting the Gripper Opening (Clearance) 

Allow an opening (clearance) of 0.4 - 0.5 mm between the movable disk and the fixed disk. 
Step Procedure   

1 Turn the timing wheel with hands to bring 
the cam roller ③ to the cam top. 

2 Temporarily fix the cam lever ④  to the 
lever shaft ⑥ with the bolt ⑤ for slit hub.

3 Lift the movable disk ⑩ to provide clearance 
with the fixed disk ⑨. Insert a thickness gage 
of 0.4–0.5 mm into the clearance. 

4 Depressing the movable disk ⑩, push up 
the gripper lever ⑦, Let the cam roller ③
make close contact with the top of the cam 
A①, B②, then tighten the bolt ⑤ of the 
cam lever ④. 

5 Pull out the thickness gage. 

  

0.
4～

0.
5 

m
m

 

⑨ 

⑩ 

Fig. 9.1-30 Disk clearance 

 

※
1 

※2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Part name No. Part name 
1 Gripper cam A 6 Lever shaft 
2 Gripper cam B 7 Gripper lever 
3 Cam roller 8 Spring 
4 Cam lever 9 Fixed disc 
5 Bolt 10 Movable disc 

Fig. 9.1-31 
Notes: *1 shows the clearance with the cam at the bottom. 
 *2 shows the clearance with the cam at the top. 

 
Caution:  1.  Hold the yarn on the entire face of the disks. 
 2.  Adjust the yarn held between the disks so that it will not be drawn out even if it is pulled 

when the disks are closed. 
 3.  Monomer may adhere between the disks as they are used, causing failure to hold the 

weft.  Regularly clean the disks. 
 4.  When the cam roller is at the bottom of the gripper cam, the clearance between the 

gripper lever ⑤ and the tappet should be about 0.2 mm. 
 5.  Select a spring suitable for the yarn type.
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

                  Types of gripper spring 

Color 
Wire dia. × 
Free length Remark Color

Wire dia. × 
Free length 

Remark

Yellow φ1.4×19 mm OPT White φ1.8×19.5 mm OPT 
Black φ1.6×19.5 mm STD    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig.9.1-32 
 
[ 5 ]  Adjustment of Gripper Timing 

When adjusting the gripper timing, set the weft flying-start angle with the inside gripper cam A① and 
the weft flying-end angle with the outside gripper cam B②. 
 
1) Flying start (Fig. 9.1-33A) 

Fig. 9.1-33A Flying start 

Step Procedure 
1 Loosen the bolt ④ of the cam hub.
2 Set the timing wheel at the flying 

start angle (95° - 120° deg.). 
3 Let the weft be caught between 

disks. 
4 Gently pulling the weft, turn the cam 

hub in the arrow direction until the 
gripped yarn is about to be 
released, then tighten the hub 
setting bolt ④. 

 
2) Flying end (Fig. 9.1-33B) 
Step Procedure 

1 Loosen the three bolts ⑤ for setting 
the cam B②. 

2 Set the timing wheel at the flying end 
angle (260° - 270°.). 

3 Let the weft be caught between 
disks. 

4 Gently pulling the weft, turn the cam 
B② in the arrow direction until the 
yarn is completely gripped by the 
gripper, then tighten the three 
setting bolts ⑤ to fix the cam B②. Fig. 9.1-33B Flying end 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 6 ] Adjustment of Yarn Guide 

1) Turn the loom to bring the gripper cam top 
to the cam roller. 

2) Thread the weft through the NRD unit, yarn 
guide holder, gripper and nozzle in order.  

3) Loosen the bolts for setting the yarn guide 
holder ① 

4) Adjust the vertical position of the yarn guide 
holder ① so that the weft ② pulled from 
the nozzle end passes the center of the 
clearance between the gripper fixed disk ③ 
and the movable disk ④, and fix it with the 
bolt ⑤. 

Caution: If the yarn guide holder is not mounted 
in the proper position, the weft may 
contact the fixed or movable disk as it 
passes through the gripper, and gripper 
may fail to hold the weft properly. 
Correctly adjust the position of the yarn 
guide holder. 

Fig. 9.1-34 

 
[ 7 ]  Adjustment of Gate Tensor (Option) 
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Fig. 9.1-35 

When the lead water is hindered with a water absorbing yarn, 
or when the yarn easy to be cut by the jet pressure with a
larger lead angle, the lead water is made easier to jet out by
braking the weft to prevent unstable flying of the weft end. 
The gate tensor is to brake the weft.  
The brake intensity is adjusted by selecting the 4-pin or 3-pin
setting. 

Caution:  When oil or monomer adheres 
to the gate pin, clean the 
pins at a suitable time. 

 



 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

9.1.7 Weft Insertion Timing (NRD, BLD) 
[ 1 ] Setting of Weft Insertion Timing 

1) Being based on the flying end timing, adjust the flying start timing.  
2) Set the flying end timing by the time when the reed front face comes up to 5 deg before 

arriving at the nozzle center. Usually, the crank angle of 260° is the standard. 
3) Set the jet start timing by adjusting the angular position of the pump cam. (See 9.1.2 [6] of 

this chapter.)  
4) Set the flying start timing and the flying end timing by adjusting the angular position of the 

gripper cams A and B respectively. (See 9.1.6 [5] of this chap
5) To make a smooth weft insertion, it is necessary to 

provide the jet lead angle, during which the water is 
jetted beforehand to stretch the short leading end of the 
weft that stays out of the nozzle end. (Without this lead 
jetting, the bent weft end goes wild during insertion, 
possibly causing a mispick, because the weft end may 
easily be balked by the warpends or the reed.)  
Therefore, the flying start timing at which the gripper is rel
than the jet start timing. This angle is defined as the lead a
deg. Check the flying condition using a stroboscope or a timi
of this chapter.) 

6) Adjust the pump pressure (dimension K) to make the weft sp
 

Caution:  1. Adjust the pump nozzle, pump stroke, etc. before a
 2. The gripper is optional for BLD measurement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                Fig. 9.1-36  Weft insertion timings 
 
 

 

ter.) 
Example of lead angle 

Yarn type Lead angle
Nylon 
Polyester 

raw yarn 
10 deg 

High-twist 5-10 deg 
Textured yarn 15-20 deg 
eased should be a little delayed 
ngle and usually set to 10 – 20 

ng light. (See 9.1.2 [7], Fig. 9.1-8 

eed proper. 

djusting the weft insertion timing. 
A :  Jet start angle 
B :  Flying start angle 
C’ :  Jet end angle 
C :  Flying end angle 
D : Weft flying end angle 
L :  Lead angle (L=B-A) 
F :  Flying angle  (F=D-B) 
J :  Jet angle (J=C’-A) 
 
Caution: Figure shows the loom

crank angle (timing wheel
scale). 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 2 ]  Flying of Weft (NRD, BLD) 

1) The weft flying condition is divided into two phases; the “free-flying” range where the yarn that 
had already been stored on the measuring device is inserted quite freely, and the consecutive 
“measuring-flying” range where the yarn under measurement is inserted at the yarn- 
measuring speed.  

2) The free-flying starts when the gripper is opened. The free-flying end angle is the angle at 
which all the yarn stored on the measuring drum has just been used up, and can be 
measured using a stroboscope. 

3) The measuring-flying angle is the angle from the free flying end until the gripper is closed to 
end the weft flying, and is an important angle in adjusting the weft insertion. The measuring- 
flying angle is the basic angle to determine the weft inserting speed and usually adjusted 
within a range of 30 – 40 deg. 

4) When the yarn type, weaving width, loom speed, etc. were changed, be sure to measure and 
adjust the free-flying end angle using a stroboscope. The free-flying end angle is adjusted by 
changing the pump pressure (dimension K). The relationship between the pump pressure 
and the free-flying end angle is as follows. 

Higher pump pressure → Earlier free-flying end angle 
Lower pump pressure  → Later free-flying end angle 
 

Caution: 1. When the measuring-flying start angle is too early, the trailing water amount 
becomes shorted, causing troubles such as CC miscatch, feeler false stop, 
slackened selvage, etc. 

 2. When the measuring-flying start angle is too late, the tractive force becomes shorted, 
causing troubles such as short pick, feeler stop failure, etc.  

 
weft

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.1-37 Weft insertion diagram (NRD, BLD) 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 3 ]  Setting Angles of Weft Insertion Timing (NRD, BLD) 
No. Timing Explanation 
1 Insert. Start angle Angle where insertion can be started. 
2 Insert. end angle Angle where insertion can be ended. 
3 Insertable angle 

(Critical fly. ang.) 
Angle from insert. startable to insert. endable. 
 Max. angle from insert. start to insert. end. 

4 Jet start angle Angle where is jetted from nozzle. 
Angle where water is jetted 1 cm frm. noz. 

5 Jet end angle Angle where jetted is ended. 
(When pump cam lever stopped by stopper.) 

6 Flying start angle Angle where weft is freed from gripper or pin 
solenoid to start flying. 

7 Flying end angle Angle where weft is stopped by gripper or pin 
solenoid to end flying. 

8 Flying angle Angle from flying start to flying end. 
9 Lead angle Angle from jet start to flying start. 

10 Water arrival 
timing 

Angle where jet end arrives at anti-noz. side 
(1 cm right of CC yarn). 

11 Yarn arrival timing Angle where yarn end arrives at anti-noz. side 
(1 cm right of CC yarn). 

12 Lead water Leading end of water from that of free flying yarn. 
13 Reed touch timing Angle where the weft is in contact with the reed. 
14 Max. stretch angle Angle where weft is stretched to the max. 

(Just before weft is about to shrink.) 
15 Cut timing Angle where weft is cut off actually. 

 
 Lead angle: Angle range from jet-start to gripper-open. (See Fig. 9.1-37.) Usually set to 10 – 

20 deg. This prejetting straightens the free weft end slightly out of the nozzle, stabilizing the 
weft insertion. 

 Flying angle: Angle range from gripper-open to gripper-close, in which the gripper is kept 
opened, so the weft can fly freely. Weft insertion should be finished before the moving back 
reed returns to the nozzle center. It is usual to set the flying angle smaller and correct the jet 
condition by adjusting the pump pressure. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 4 ]  Points on Adjustment of Weft Insertion Timing (NRD, BLD)  

Adjusting item Adjusting place Point of adjustment 

1. Nozzle direction  
1) FR and RR 

positioning 
2) UP and DVN 

positioning 
 
 
 
3) UP and DWN 

jet direction  
 
4) FR and RR jet 

direction  
 

Nozzle holder setting  
 
 
Nozzle joint setting  
 
 
 
 
Nozzle joint setting 
bolts  
 
Nozzle joint setting 
bolts  
 

 
 Set the crank angle at 85 deg to match the 

reed front face with the nozzle center. 
 When weaving a narrower fabric at a high 

speed, set the nozzle center at the warp 
line. When weaving a wider fabric at a low 
speed, set the nozzle center 1 - 2mm 
below the warp line. 

 Set the jet direction so that the jet draws a 
parabolic arch within the shed without 
interfering with the warp. 

 Adjust the timing so that the weft touches 
the reed at about 285°. 

Caution:  Temporarily set items 1-1) and 2) 
during loom stop, and finalize after trial 
weaving. 

 
2. Jet start angle  
 

Pump cam  
 

 With the crank angle set at 85 deg, set 
the cam top on the center, line that 
connects the centers of the pump cam and 
the cam roller.  

 The jet start angle is the timing when the 
jet is 1 cm out of the nozzle.  

 

3. Lead angle 
 (Gripper open)  
 

Gripper cam. A  
(Inside cam)  
 

 Temporarily set the timing so that the 
gripper opens 10 – 20° later than the jet 
start angle.  

 Check by setting the weft through the 
gripper actually.  
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

 
Adjusting item Adjusting place Point of adjustment 

4. Free-flying end 
angle 

Dimension K of pump  Set the pump pressure so that the free- 
flying end angle is 220 - 230°. (See 9.1.2 
[8].) 

5. Gripper close Gripper cam, B 
(front cam) 

 Set the gripper close timing so that the 
weft stretches to the maximum at about 
280°. 

Caution:  Depending on the yarn type, rpm, etc., 
the maximum stretch timing is usually 
10 - 15° later than that of gripper close. 

6. Water quantity Pump lever stopper 
and pump cam 

 Adjust the water quantity so that there is 
not too much water near the reed (feeler 
finger) when the weft comes into contact 
with it. (See 9.1-8.)  
Too much water may cause malfunctions 
such as false stop due to wild weft or 
snarling. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 5 ]  Example of Weft Insertion Timing and Yarn State (NRD, BLD) 

Since the weft insertion timings depend upon the yarn type, weaving width, loom rpm, etc., 
adjust them to the most suitable conditions. 
 
1) NRD, BLD type measuring device  

No. Timing example No. Timing example 
1 Before jet start 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5 

2 Jet start angle: 90° 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gripper close: 265° 

3 Lead angle: 5°～20° 
 
 
 
 
 

4 Gripper open: 105° 
 
 
 
 
 

6 
 

Max. weft stretch: 280° 

Cloth

Max. stretch
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 6 ] Standard Loom Timing (NRD, BLD) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caution:  1. Since the optimum weft insertion timing depends upon the yarn type, weaving width, 
loom rpm, etc., adjust the timing referring to 9.1.6 [4] [5] of this chapter. 

 2. The adjustment of the weft insertion timing should be done, checking the yarn flying 
condition after adjusting the pump pressure, pump stroke and nozzle. 

 3. When the pump pressure (dimension K), pump stroke, plunger, pump spring, or nozzle 
was changed, readjust referring to 9.1.2 [8], 9.1.6 [4] [5] of this chapter. 

 4. Adjust the flying end angle (measuring-flying end angle/RS) so as to be 5 - 10° before 
the oncoming reed front face reaches the nozzle center. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

Example of basic timings 

Device Angle Condition of device  Remarks 
Reed at front dead 
Center 
(Beating point) 

350°  
 
 
 
 

 

Heald frame closed shed 
 
 
 
 

   

RH leno motion closed 
shed 

20°  
 
 
 

30° later than heald frame 
closed shed timing. 

LH leno motion closed 
shed 

280°  
 
 
 

70° earlier than heald frame 
closed shed timing. 

Jet start angle 90°  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Flying start angle 105°  
 
 
 
 

When lead angle is 15°. 

Nozzle setting position 85°  
 
 
 
 

 

Flying end angle 265°  
 
 
 

 

Reed

Heald frame  
 Reed 

Water

About
10mmNozzle

Gripper cam 
 
Cam roller 

 Nozzle 

Reed 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

9.1.8  Weft insertion Timing (EDP) 
[ 1 ]  Setting Angles of Weft Insertion Timing  

No. Timing Explanation 
1 Insert. Start angle Angle where insertion can be started. 
2 Insert. end angle Angle where insertion can be ended. 
3 Insertable angle 

(Critical fly. ang.) 
Angle from insert. startable to insert. endable. 
 Max. angle from insert. start to insert. end. 

4 Jet start angle Angle where is jetted from nozzle. 
1- col: Ang. where water is jetted 1 cm frm. noz. 
2- col: Ang. where water is jetted 1 cm frm. B-noz. 

5 Jet end angle Angle where jetted is ended. 
(When pump cam lever stopped by stopper.) 

6 Flying start angle Angle where the weft is freed from the pin 
solenoid to start flying. 

7 Flying end angle Angle where the weft is stopped by the pin 
solenoid to end flying. 

8 Flying angle Angle from flying start to flying end. 
9 Lead angle Angle from jet start to flying start. 

10 Water arrival timing Angle where jet end arrives at anti-noz. side 
(1 cm right of CC yarn). 

11 Yarn arrival timing Angle where yarn end arrives at anti-noz. side 
(1 cm right of CC yarn). 

12 Lead water Leading end of water from that of free flying yarn. 
13 Reed touch timing Angle where the weft comes into contact with the 

reed. 
14 Max. stretch angle Angle where weft is stretched to the max. 

(Just before weft is about to shrink.) 
15 Drum end timing Angle where weft stored on measuring device is 

used up.  
16 Cut timing Angle where weft is cut off actually. 

 
 Lead angle: Angle range from jet start to pin solenoid release.  

 Usually set to 10 – 20 deg. This prejetting straightens the free weft end slightly out of the 
nozzle, stabilizing the weft insertion. 
 Flying angle: Angle range from pin solenoid release to pin solenoid close, in which the pin 

solenoid is kept open to allow weft flying. Weft insertion should be finished before the moving 
back reed returns to the nozzle center. It is usual to set the flying angle smaller and correct 
the jet condition by adjusting the pump pressure. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

[ 2 ]  Example of Weft Insertion Timing and Yarn State  

Since the weft insertion timings depend upon the yarn type, weaving width, loom rpm, etc., adjust 
them to the most suitable conditions. 

１) EDP type measuring device 
No. Timing example No. Timing example 
1 Before jet start 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Weft CC-arrival timing : 250° 
 

2 Jet start angle : 90° 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 Drum end : 275° 

3 Pin solenoid out : 100° 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 Max. weft stretch : 280° 
 

4 Gripper open : 110° 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 Feeler touch : 285° 
Weft contacts with IR feeler. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Pin solenoid in : 220° 
 
 
 
 
 
Even after pin solenoid-in, weft is inserted. 

6 Water CC-arrival timing : 210° 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 Gripper close: 330° 
 
 
 
 
 
Gripper close is to give weft necessary 
tension before it is cut and to prevent weft 
from getting out of nozzle after being cut. 
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 9.1 Weft Inserting Motion

[ 3 ]  Standard Loom Timing (EDP) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caution:  1. Since the optimum weft insertion timing depends upon the yarn type, weaving width, loom 
rpm, etc., adjust the timing referring to 9.1.6 of this chapter. 

 2. The adjustment of the weft insertion timing should be done, checking the yarn flying 
condition after adjusting the pump pressure, pump stroke and nozzle. 

 3.  When the pump pressure (dimension K), pump stroke, plunger, pump spring, or nozzle 
was changed, readjust referring to 9.1.2 [8], 9.1.6 of this chapter. 

 4.  Adjust the flying end angle (measuring-flying end angle) so as to be 5 - 10° before the 
oncoming reed front face reaches the nozzle center. 
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 9. WEFT INSERTING MOTION 

Example of basic timings 

Device Angle Condition of device Remarks 
Reed at front dead 
center 
(Beating point) 

0°  
 
 
 

 

Heald frame closed shed 350°  
 
 
 
 

 

RH leno motion  
closed shed 

20°  
 
 
 

30° later than heald frame 
closed shed timing. 

LH leno motion  
closed shed  

280°  
 
 
 

70° earlier than heald frame 
closed shed timing. 

Jet start angle 90°  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Pin solenoid out 
 
 
 

100°   

Pin solenoid in 
 
 
 

220°   

Flying start angle 110°  
 
 
 

When the advance angle is 
20° 

Nozzle setting position 85°  
 
 
 
 

 

Gripper close 330°  
 
 
 

 

Water

About
10mmNozzle
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9.1.9 Example of Selecting Pump and Nozzle 
   Loom rpm (600 – 800 rpm) 

 Loom type  190 

 Fabric   Plunger diameter Nozzle size Spring 

Polyester taffeta φ16 1421 C 

Nylon taffeta φ17 1421 C 

N/210d – 420d φ24 1826 E 
E75d – 150d 
(finished yarn) φ20 1825 D 

E/150d – 300d 
(finished yarn) φ24 1826 E 

High-twist/fine yarn    

  75d-2500T/M φ26 1828 G 

  150d-2500T/M φ26 1828 G 

High-twist/coarse yarn 
300d 

φ26 1828 F 

 
Caution: 1. See 9.1.2 [2] of this chapter for the spring. 
 2. The spring can be used in any size of pump. 
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